Pierpont Elementary School

Traffic Update
Q ui ck R em i nder s


Beach property is
tight and space is
limited. To make the
best of our amazing
location we need
everyone’s help in
following the rules.



Observe speed limits.



Be courteous.



Enter on Martha’s
Vineyard and exit on
New Bedford court.





Avoid dropping off

Dear Pierpont Families,
Please review Pierpont’s traffic pattern for picking up and dropping
off students. While this time can be hectic, the best thing we can do for our
children is to continue to be patient, be kind, and follow the traffic pattern.
Problems arise when people don’t follow these guidelines, even if it is just
one person. We appreciate your help in making the safety of our children all
of our responsibility and priority. This traffic pattern was developed several
years ago to help keep our students safe and manage our traffic needs. Ventura Unified, the Ventura Police Department and the City of Ventura have
been working together to improve signage and extend the yellow loading
zone on New Bedford Court to make our tight space easier to navigate. Your
cooperation in observing the rules will keep our children safe and make the
pick-up/drop-off routine easier and faster for all. My recommendation is
that you either arrive early to park outside of the loop and walk in, or utilize
the yellow loading zone on New Bedford Court, following the guidelines for
this zone on the left side of this page. Thank you for your help.



Park legally and check city
parking signs and / or
curb paintings.
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Park on Pierpont Blvd and
walk.

Traffic Pattern



Park on Peninsula St. and
walk.



Park in the LIMITED spaces across the street from
the school with white
curbs.



Do not block the gates or
driveways of our neighbors.



Leave staff parking and
handicapped parking for
those it is intended for.



Support the crossing
guard.

Do not stop AT ANY

in the car.
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Come early.
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Sincerely,

under “no parking”



Space is tight at Pierpont.
There is not front space
parking for all of our families. If you want to park and
escort your kids you may
need to walk. If you want to
park and walk in:

and picking up in the

TIME in red zones or



“So where do we park?”

Spend a maximum of
3 minutes in the

Key:

yellow loading zone;
please keep the loading zone moving.

-do not stop or park here at ANY time
- pick up / drop off only (3 min. max—stay in car)

